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CIMdata News 
Airbus Executive, Dr. Henrik Weimer, to present at CIMdata’s PLM Road Map for the Aerospace & 
Defense Industry in collaboration with PDT Europe 
22 September 2016 
CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm, and PDT 
Europe announce that Dr. Henrik Weimer of Airbus will make a presentation at PLM Road Map™ for 
the Aerospace & Defense Industry in collaboration with PDT Europe. PLM Road Map for the 
Aerospace & Defense Industry will take place on November 8 at The Renaissance Paris La Defense, 
Paris, France. PDT Europe will take place at the same location on November 9-10. 
Managing the cost and risks associated with PLM solution obsolescence within aerospace and defense 
(A&D) companies is a large and growing problem. The long lifespan of A&D products means that PLM 
solutions, along with large volumes of complex and interrelated product data, will transition through 
several technology upgrades. Each upgrade that occurs during the lifespan of an aircraft or weapon 
system leads to unacceptable levels of cost and the risk of data loss. To address this pain-point a group 
of like-minded industry peers jointly funded and staffed a project team to identify root causes and 
potential remedies. 
In his presentation, “PLM Solution and Data Obsolescence with A&D,” Dr. Weimer will share a high 
level review of the defined objectives, requirements, and a roadmap for an industry standards-based 
PLM architecture for obsolescence resilient solutions that will enable global collaboration within a 
multi-vendor PLM environment. The requirements specify conditions that, if met, will achieve the 
objectives, enabling the desired state and business improvement. The presentation will lay out a notional 
timeline for achieving the desired response and a means for validating the performance of PLM software 
providers and other relevant entities within the PLM ecosystem. 
As head of PLM Architecture & Innovation at Airbus, Dr. Weimer leads the PLM Architecture and 
Innovation team within the Information and Communication Technology office. His responsibilities 
include the PLM strategy and planning for Airbus, the related architecture governance, as well as the 
innovation and research program related to PLM at Airbus. Dr. Weimer joined Airbus in 2002 from the 
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automotive industry, and has been covering varying roles in Airbus Customer Services, Engineering, 
and Information and Communication Technology. 
PLM Road Map 2016 for the Aerospace & Defense Industry in collaboration with PDT Europe, is the 
must-attend event for A&D industry executives and PLM practitioners globally—providing independent 
education and a collaborative networking environment where ideas, trends, experiences, and 
relationships critical to the A&D industry germinate and take root.  
For more information visit: http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences/2016-plmrm-ad-pdt 

About CIMdata 
CIMdata, a leading independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize 
an enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions. Since its founding in 1983, CIMdata has delivered 
world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on PLM solutions. These solutions 
incorporate both business processes and a wide-ranging set of PLM-enabling technologies. 
CIMdata works with both industrial organizations and providers of technologies and services seeking 
competitive advantage in the global economy. In addition to consulting, CIMdata conducts research, 
provides PLM-focused subscription services, and produces several commercial publications. The 
company also provides industry education through PLM certificate programs, seminars, and conferences 
worldwide. CIMdata serves clients around the world from offices in North America, Europe, and Asia-
Pacific. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website, www.CIMdata.com; follow us on 
Twitter at http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews ; or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, 
Ann Arbor, MI 48108, USA; Tel: +1 734.668.9922; Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 
CV Weert, The Netherlands, Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 
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CIMdata Announces Key Sponsors of PLM Road Map for the Global Automotive Industry and their 
Suppliers 
20 September 2016 
CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm, announces 
the key sponsors for its upcoming PLM Road Map for the Global Automotive Industry and their 
Suppliers conference are: ANSYS, Aras Corp., Autodesk, Geometric, International Technegroup, 
openBoM, and Tata Consultancy Services. The event, which takes place on November 3 at the Inn at St. 
John’s in Plymouth, Michigan, is a strategic conference that focuses on how companies successfully 
define and employ PLM strategies and enabling solutions to meet challenging product development, 
manufacturing, and deployment issues. The theme for PLM Road Map for the Global Automotive 
Industry and their Suppliers is “The Changing Face of PLM in the Automotive Industry.” 
“CIMdata is honored to have these leaders in PLM solutions and services choose to sponsor PLM Road 
Map for the Global Automotive Industry and their Suppliers,” commented Andrew Rodger, Senior 
Business Development Manager. “The mission we have for this event is to create a platform where open 
collaboration and knowledge transfer can occur between all participants in the PLM ecosystem.” 
As part of the PLM Road Map for the Global Automotive Industry and their Suppliers experience 
CIMdata is hosting an on-line PLM Collaboration Café™ which provides each sponsor the opportunity 
to showcase a selection of their automotive industry solutions. For more information on the PLM 

http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences/2016-plmrm-ad-pdt
http://www.cimdata.com/
http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews
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Collaboration Café visit the CIMdata web site at: http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-
conferences/2016-plmrm-auto/2016-plmrm-auto-sponsors 
Following completion of PLM Road Map for the Global Automotive Industry and their Suppliers, 
CIMdata will take PLM Road Map on the road to Paris, France, where PLM Road Map for the 
Aerospace & Defense Community will take place on November 8 at the The Renaissance, Paris, La 
Defense. The event will be followed by PDT Europe on November 9-10. For more information on PLM 
Road Map conferences visit the CIMdata website at http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-
conferences 

About CIMdata 
CIMdata, a leading independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize 
an enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions. Since its founding in 1983, CIMdata has delivered 
world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on PLM solutions. These solutions 
incorporate both business processes and a wide-ranging set of PLM-enabling technologies. 
CIMdata works with both industrial organizations and providers of technologies and services seeking 
competitive advantage in the global economy. In addition to consulting, CIMdata conducts research, 
provides PLM-focused subscription services, and produces several commercial publications. The 
company also provides industry education through PLM certificate programs, seminars, and conferences 
worldwide. CIMdata serves clients around the world from offices in North America, Europe, and Asia-
Pacific. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website, www.CIMdata.com; follow us on 
Twitter at http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews ; or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, 
Ann Arbor, MI 48108, USA; Tel: +1 734.668.9922; Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 
CV Weert, The Netherlands, Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 
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CIMdata Director for Simulation-Driven Systems Development Practice, Don Tolle, to Present in 
NAFEMS 2020 Webinar 
21 September 2016 
The engineering software industry has seen a number of major technology innovations over the past 
decade, including the ways in which commercial software is licensed, priced, and delivered to end users. 
 In addition to traditional dedicated user desktop licensing models, new usage models such as flexible 
tokens, vertical bundles/apps, global enterprise bundles, open source, Cloud and Software as a Service 
(Saas) have become much more popular and cost effective for both small/medium businesses (SMBs) 
and large global organizations. In this webinar, join invited speakers Don Tolle and Monica Schnitger as 
they discuss the myriad of options available to industrial manufacturing companies and lay out some 
guidelines for how to evaluate the financial business case trade-offs of the various options. 

NAFEMS Webinar 
Business Challenges: Licensing Models 
Date: Tuesday, September 27th 
Time: 8am PDT (Seattle) / 11am EDT (New York) / 4pm BST (London) 

Learn more and register here. 

http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences/2016-plmrm-auto/2016-plmrm-auto-sponsors
http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences/2016-plmrm-auto/2016-plmrm-auto-sponsors
http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences
http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences
http://www.cimdata.com/
http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews
https://www.nafems.org/events/nafems/2016/business-challenges-licensing-models/?utm_source=salesforce&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=9%2F21%2F2016-2020+Webinar+-+Sept+2016
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The Fusion Portfolio—Autodesk’s Product Innovation Platform (Commentary) 
23 September 2016 
Key takeaways: 

• Over the last year, Autodesk invested heavily in building out their Product Innovation Platform, 
extending the Fusion brand to current and new offerings 

• Autodesk announced Cloud PDM for MCAD data management, available now for current 
Fusion Lifecycle subscribers at no additional cost 

• Their recent acquisitions, Configure One (now Fusion Configure) and SeeControl (now Fusion 
Connect), are being rapidly integrated into existing and new workflows to support the 
development of highly configured and increasingly smart, connected products 

Autodesk held their third annual Accelerate event in Boston’s Seaport District on 15-16 September 
2016. Nearly 300 people attended, including many PLM 360, or Fusion Lifecycle, customers, as 
Autodesk has branded it since the last event.1 
At last year’s Accelerate, Autodesk positioned Fusion 360, their cloud-based MCAD solution, at the 
center of their product innovation platform (PIP), a rethinking of the product development environment 
that CIMdata (and others) have promoted for the last few years. The Autodesk speakers at this year’s 
Accelerate highlighted Autodesk’s moves to flesh out and achieve this vision with their customers. The 
customer speakers illustrated how they are using Autodesk’s existing and new solutions to great 
advantage. (Use hashtag #XLR8Fusion on www.Twitter.com to learn more about the event.) 
Ms. Lisa Campbell, VP of Manufacturing at Autodesk, kicked off the event reiterating the three 
disruptive trends highlighted in 2015: the means of production is changing, the products themselves are 
changing, and the nature of the demand for those products is also changing. Ms. Campbell used these 
points to frame the moves that Autodesk made to add to their PIP vision,2 as elaborated in Figure 1. Just 
before Accelerate 2015, Autodesk announced they were acquiring SeeControl,3 a cloud Internet of 
Things (IoT) service platform. Products in a wide range of industries are becoming smart and connected 
using IoT technology and services. Initially christened “Autodesk SeeControl,” the solution is now 
named “Fusion Connect,” and is Autodesk’s answer for developing and supporting these new age 
products across their lifecycle.  
While by one count there are hundreds of IoT platforms in the market, many of these small companies 
lack the resources to develop solutions to analyze and leverage the data their platforms help to collect. 
At Accelerate 2016, Autodesk also announced a partnership with Nutonian, an MIT startup, to address 
this need and to offer a new “dynamic predictive analytics” capability.4 Autodesk plans to use Eureqa, 
Nutonian’s artificial intelligence (AI) technology, to help extract patterns from these huge data sets to 
suggest possible solutions to problems highlighted by the data. This will be an add-on to Fusion Connect 
priced between US$6,000 and US$12,000. CIMdata looks forward to learning more about this 
                                                 
1 http://inthefold.autodesk.com/in_the_fold/2016/05/autodesk-adds-fusion-connect-and-fusion-lifecycle-to-its-cloud-
connected-product-innovation-platform.html 
2 http://blogs.autodesk.com/inthefold/autodesk-adds-cloud-based-product-data-management-to-fusion-lifecycle/ 
3 http://news.autodesk.com/press-release/corporate-sustainability/autodesk-signs-agreement-acquire-seecontrol 
4 http://autodeskfusionconnect.com/fusion-connect-embeds-nutonians-a-i-software/ 

http://www.twitter.com/
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technology and its application.  

 
Figure 1—Autodesk's Product Innovation Platform 

Mr. David Keeley, Engineering Manager at TSM Control Systems, talked about their company’s IoT 
journey over the last year. TSM Control Systems is a specialist in gravimetric blending and control 
systems. Mr. Keeley initially struggled to get traction for applying IoT technology at his company and 
spent a year to instrument all of their machines. But once some key people tuned into the IoT 
opportunity, his struggle became how best to manage the cascade of ideas for new IoT applications that 
could swamp their whole effort. Scope creep is common to other PLM-enabling applications, so it 
makes sense here. TSM looks forward to deploying the Nutonian-based analytics capabilities to help 
their customers achieve their often lofty IoT-enabled goals, in the end becoming more of a partner to 
their customers than a supplier. 
As to the changing nature of demand, people now want mass customization—their product, their way. 
The value chain can increasingly be profitable with lot sizes of one IF existing design elements can be 
rapidly configured to meet a range of customer desires. Configure-Price-Quote (CPQ) solutions help 
companies in build-to-order, configure-to-order (CTO), and engineer-to-order (ETO) businesses to 
ensure profitability up front in the quoting process.  
In October 2015, Autodesk acquired Configure One,5 an independent provider of enterprise-level CPQ 
solutions. Now rebranded Lifecycle Configure, this new offering is targeted to Autodesk’s many 
customers who deliver highly configured products. Ms. Campbell described the platform as “connect, 
complete & instant-on” to support design, manufacturing, and use across the product lifecycle. These 
new additions make perfect sense to support the changing needs of product companies to develop and 
manage configurable, smart products. One of those companies, GSI, a global manufacturer of grain bins, 
was using valuable engineering resources to develop quotes. They looked to Configure One to help them 
automate their quoting process.  

                                                 
5 http://inthefold.autodesk.com/in_the_fold/2015/10/autodesk-expands-into-configure-price-quote-with-acquisition-of-
configure-one.html 
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GSI wanted quotes in a day, done by sales using a Web-based tool with minimal engineering support. 
They also wanted the new quoting tool to be built for use by sales with minimal IT help. Using the new 
Configure One tool, GSI was able to offload over 80% of quotes from engineering (the other 20% were 
too custom). The quotes were more accurate, with fewer Bill of Material (BOM) errors, and the system 
automatically pulls all of the information for the bid package after the user hits the “configure” button. 
Brad Lott, the E-Business Leader at GSI Group, called their CPQ tool “an exceptional gift” to their 
business. No wonder, since including a single add-on item in their configurator yielded a 311% increase 
in sales of that item! 
The one capability missing from Autodesk’s cloud PIP vision was cloud-based management of 
mechanical computer-aided design (MCAD) data to support engineering work-in-process. Fusion 360 
was designed for the cloud and cloud-based data management, but many value chains rely on other 
MCAD solutions.  
Historically, Autodesk provided their on-premise Vault offering for managing MCAD data. At recent 
Autodesk events, the company spoke about the technologies they were developing to minimize data 
transfer requirements, a big issue to many considering cloud deployments. The industry expected a 
cloud product data management (PDM) announcement would come, but when? Mr. Brian Roepke, 
Senior Director of PLM and IoT at Autodesk, took the stage late on September 15 to make just that 
announcement, stating that Autodesk’s new Cloud PDM offering was available immediately. As 
described by Mr. Roepke, Cloud PDM will initially support Autodesk’s Fusion 360 and Inventor 
solutions, as well as Microsoft Office and Dassault Systèmes SOLIDWORKS. (In reality this capability 
can support any file-based authoring tool.) More MCAD integrations are planned, with NX and Solid 
Edge from Siemens PLM Software both under consideration. The Cloud PDM offering includes cloud-
based visualization and mark-up and advanced collaboration and sharing features, dubbed Live Review. 
Their “transfer avoidance” technology only moves small increments of data to the cloud during design 
evolution, not whole files or assemblies, which Autodesk claims can reduce the bandwidth needed by 
30-70%. Their Connected Desktop function lets users drag and drop a folder of parts into Cloud PDM 
and it understands the assembly relationships. All of these Cloud PDM capabilities are available 
immediately to all Fusion Lifecycle subscribers at no extra charge—which elicited cheers from the 
crowd during the announcement. 
Of course, this is only the beginning of Autodesk’s PIP journey. Their road map session highlighted 
ideas and initial work on IoT widgets for use in their other offerings, support for electronic design, 
support for software development tools, topology optimization, and other topics. This commentary only 
scratches the surface of the content presented at the event. Autodesk has made significant progress and 
their customers attest to the value, ease of adoption, and ease of use of their platform elements. More 
than for most PLM solutions, democratization of advanced capabilities is essential for Autodesk and 
their customers, most of whom are small and medium-sized businesses that have the same product 
development issues as large firms, but often without the surfeit of highly educated technical talent and 
large IT budgets that those large firms enjoy. Autodesk’s customers’ success to date suggests they are on 
the right path, and CIMdata looks forward to the continued evolution of their product innovation 
platform vision and implementation. 

About CIMdata 
CIMdata, an independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize an 
enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM). CIMdata provides world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-
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practice methods on PLM. CIMdata also offers research, subscription services, publications, and 
education through international conferences. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website 
at http://www.CIMdata.com or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108, 
USA. Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV Weert, The 
Netherlands. Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Siemens PLM Software Analyst Event 2016 (Commentary) 
20 September 2016 
Key takeaways: 

• Siemens PLM Software is moving quickly to integrate their acquisitions of CD-adapco and 
Polarion to accelerate their initiatives for predictive analytics 

• Siemens PLM Software introduced new design and analysis optimization capabilities that have 
been designed to help customers create and deliver more efficient, cost-effective products and 
solutions  

• Generative design is a new MCAD capability that will help customers quickly leverage facetted 
data in their design process, simulation and analysis, and additive manufacturing 

• Siemens AG, with significant support from their Siemens PLM Software organization, is 
delivering the integrated lifecycle vision (PLM—Automation) laid out in their original 
announcement of the UGS PLM Solutions acquisition 

CIMdata recently attended Siemens PLM Software’s annual analyst conference held in Boston, 
Massachusetts September 6th through 9th. The event was linked with one of Siemens AG’s Building and 
Energy Management events, sharing a joint keynote address on the 6th delivered by Dr. Horst J. Kayser, 
Siemens AG’s Chief Strategy Officer. His talk, titled “Siemens in the age of Digitalization,” introduced 
the theme of “Siemens—Ingenuity for Life.” Dr. Kayser described Siemens AG’s “Vision 2020” 
business initiative “Making real what matters” to: achieve sustainable growth. implement a new 
operating model, raise the bar in the digital transformation market, and inspire a genuine ownership 
culture. 
Dr. Kayser stated that everything needs to be looked at in the context of the following five megatrends 
that are shaping our world of tomorrow: 

• Demographic change—a growing and aging population 

• Urbanization—cities as the main driver of GDP growth 

• Climate change—global warming and weather extremes 

• Globalization—trend to increase investment abroad 

• Digital transformation—exponential growth of connected devices.  
Siemens AG believes that the move toward digitalization will provide them a broader and greater 
opportunity even beyond their current strengths in automation and electrification. The company has 
made significant moves to support this strategy including spending over $1.5 billion to add LMS and 
CD-adapco to the Siemens PLM Software’s portfolio.  

http://www.cimdata.com/
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With digitalization comes the proliferation of new data platforms, some from traditional competitors, but 
most from new players. Dr. Kayser stated that the winner will be the company that can best turn insights 
from these platforms into customer productivity and efficiency. Dr. Kayser highlighted two 
announcements that Siemens AG believes positions them well to address this trend: Sinalytics, their big 
data analytics engine announced in October 2014, and MindSphere, Siemens AG’s cloud solution for 
industry announced in November 2015. Later presentations on the agenda highlighted how these 
offerings fit into Siemens PLM Software’s overall vision and PLM solution offerings. 
In the PLM opening keynote on Wednesday the 7th, Dr. Jan Mrosik, CEO, Digital Factory Division 
stressed the essential requirements for companies throughout the manufacturing industry—speed to 
market, flexibility, efficiency, and constantly improving security, especially as software and the Internet 
of Things (IoT) interconnectivity expand. According to Dr. Mrosik, ideation, realization, and utilization 
are all interconnected, thereby requiring companies to create the digital twin of their entire value 
chain—product, process, and equipment integrated into one digital model. Dr. Mrosik said that 
companies need to engineer customization by doing it in an automated manner and being able to 
simulate production lines and processes to create closed loop manufacturing. Companies need to be able 
to apply analytics to processes and production to be able to optimize them. CIMdata agrees that the 
explosion of smart, connected products will drive manufacturing companies to higher levels of systems 
engineering and development of systems of systems solutions that take advantage of new capabilities, 
interactions, and readily available operational information. 
Mr. Chuck Grindstaff, Siemens PLM Software’s CEO and President, described how “Digitalization 
Changes Everything, Everywhere,” including how it is driving new business models for companies in 
every industry. It is driving the intersection of disciplines where finding the synergy and value is key to 
success. To illustrate the changes rippling through the global economy, Mr. Grindstaff quoted Pierre 
Naterme, Accenture CEO, who stated “Digital is the main reason just over half of the companies on the 
Fortune 500 have disappeared since the year 2000.” He also referenced John Chambers, in a McKinsey 
& Company Report from March 2016, who stated “that over 50% of companies that attempt to move to 
a digital model will fail.” Mr. Grindstaff stated that they will fail because: 

• Digital is not central to their corporate strategy 

• Companies invest in the latest siloed digital technologies and fail to work horizontally 

• They perceive digital as a back office strategy aimed purely at operational efficiency 

• They think “digitization” and not “digitalization” 
According to Mr. Grindstaff, the speed of change has increased and technological forces are 
transforming industry by changing the way products come to life using approaches like generative 
design, intelligent models, systems of systems realized through machine learning, additive 
manufacturing, and advanced robotics. He stressed how they evolve via cloud technology, knowledge 
automation, and big data analytics. Companies need to accommodate change and collapse the ideation-
realization-utilization lifecycle to enable continuous business transformation (of product, process, and 
services). Mr. Grindstaff stated that to do this, digital twins connected through a digital thread are 
needed at every step. CIMdata thinks that creating a digital twin to enable analysis and simulation of 
products and processes is key to designing and maintaining products more efficiently and effectively. 
Mr. Grindstaff went on to describe how Siemens PLM Software developed and/or acquired new 
technologies and solutions to enable them to provide the capacities their customers need to meet the 
challenges of the digitalization age. These included delivering true integration of PLM and automation, 
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closing the loop between engineering and manufacturing, providing predictive engineering analytics, 
transforming product development using generative design and new optimization capabilities, deploying 
smart manufacturing and digital machine shops, and improving performance with information and 
process visibility and insight for actionable decisions. CIMdata thinks Siemens PLM Software is taking 
an effective, holistic approach that will more effectively enable companies to work more efficiently and 
better leverage their engineering, manufacturing, and maintenance resources and processes.  
Mr. Tony Hemmelgarn, Executive Vice President (EVP) Sales, Marketing, Service, then talked about 
“Making the Value of Digitalization Real.” Value comes not from taking existing processes and 
mimicking them, often referred to as “best practices.” According to Mr. Hemmelgarn, it is about next 
practices that help companies quickly respond to change and disruption. He stated that Siemens PLM 
Software is not just selling software, they are creating transformation for their customers, supporting 
transforming “the way ideas come to life.” CIMdata believes that transformation is key to long-term 
success in the market—transforming processes, products, solutions, and systems. 
The customer keynote speaker, Mr. Uwe Tontsch, GIT-PL of BSH, presented BSH’s history and future 
vision for PLM. BSH was founded by a joint venture between Siemens AG and Robert Bosch GmbH in 
1967 and was sold to the Bosch Group in early 2015. Mr. Tontsch described how they have created an 
engineering backbone that spans the product lifecycle from virtual product development through sales, 
service, and IoT content support. He stated that their past efforts, while effective, are not sufficient to 
move to the next level. To go successfully forward, BSH will have to focus on:  

• Consumer centricity 

• Brand differentiation 

• Push digital transition and user experience 

• Strengthen innovation, broaden portfolio  

• Drive operational excellence 

• Evolve leadership style 
Mr. Tontsch stated that BSH would have to go through a digital transformation and create products and 
services leveraging a social paradigm, the cloud, mobility, and big data analytics to re-define how they 
engage their customers. He discussed how the IoT is impacting the home appliance world with smart, 
connected products providing new opportunities (e.g., sustain growth with software and services, drive 
innovation with knowledge from analytics, keep price premium, excite customers, and maintain brand 
value), as well as creating major challenges by requiring new platforms and processes with end-to-end 
capabilities, process re-engineering—not process optimization, security—more complex/more 
vulnerable, multiple eco-systems, and maturity. He also commented how product development 
complexity is shifting to systems of systems so people have to think and work differently. Companies 
need to establish a product architecture management strategy and R&D leaders need to take strategic 
ownership of PLM as their “platform.” For several years now, CIMdata has been describing and 
promoting the importance of defining and deploying business platforms as part of a company’s IT 
strategy. 
Mr. Jim Rusk, Senior Vice President (SVP) and Chief Technology Officer, and his team provided a look 
at a number of new technology advances from Siemens PLM Software including the introduction of 
convergent modeling that allows classical b-rep exact geometry to be merged with facetted geometry in 
NX 11. Implemented within the Parasolid geometric kernel, convergent modeling promises to improve 
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workflows when performing reverse engineering of digitally scanned models, interfacing with CAE, and 
preparing models for additive manufacturing. CIMdata sees this advancement providing users major 
gains in productivity and ease of use, especially as simulation and analysis drive more design and 
additive manufacturing becomes more prevalent.  
Mr. Eric Sterling, SVP, Lifecycle Collaboration Software, provided an update on Teamcenter. He stated 
that Active Workspace adoption and use has been rapidly increasing and that its deployment is including 
more people into company processes and using product information in more ways. Throughout the 
analyst event, Active Workspace was shown being used in many different applications (e.g., Teamcenter 
and NX,). What CIMdata found especially effective was how it is being seamlessly and transparently 
embedded into many of the other Siemens PLM Software products so that users can work in their 
preferred application with full access to the data and processes managed by Teamcenter.  
Mr. Sterling also described how Teamcenter is the collaboration platform upon which Product Lifecycle 
Management, Manufacturing Operations Management (MOM), and Integrated Production Automation 
are built. CIMdata believes that the combination of a common platform and functional integration 
among these three domains has allowed Siemens AG to realize the PLM—Automation vision they 
described when they first acquired UGS PLM Solutions. This collaboration backbone will better enable 
Siemens PLM Software to use task-based tools to solve business challenges and provide streamlined, 
process based capabilities for specific use cases. They can also better leverage and reuse their 
investment in user experience in which capabilities are developed once, and shared across tools, such as 
NX, MES, ALM, etc.  
Mr. Sterling also described Siemens PLM Software five-year vision of: 

• Systems driven product development in the context of physical configurations and BOMs  

• High performance, integrated solutions supporting customer processes from early product 
definition through design, production and after sales support  

• Mechatronic system design balancing mechanical, electrical, software and manufacturing 
requirements  

• An integrated user experience  
Finally, Mr. Sterling described Smart Discovery capabilities that provide new, much faster methods for 
finding and accessing the data and models of interest to a user when working with very large, complex 
products (e.g., ships, airplanes, cars, facilities, etc.). As an example, users can find content that is in the 
center fuselage, but is also in the Electrical Control System (ECS), is NOT temperature sensitive, and is 
within 100mm of an electrical generator. Mr. Sterling also stated that this Fall they will be releasing 
Deployment Center—a web-based system to remotely install, patch, and upgrade Teamcenter. This 
should significantly reduce the time and effort required to maintain and evolve Teamcenter. 
Mr. Jean-Claude Ercolanelli, SVP Product Management, discussed the CD-adapco acquisition and how 
it is being integrated within the Siemens PLM Software product suite. Part of the CD-adapco suite, 
HEEDS for design process automation and multidisciplinary exploration, provides predictive 
engineering analysis by automating the simulation process and help explore new design concepts that 
improve products and can significantly reduce development costs. Siemens PLM Software will be 
expanding the use of HEEDS and other optimization tools and CIMdata thinks this can be very 
beneficial for its customers as they strive to reduce the time and cost to deliver innovative products to 
the market.  
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Simcenter, the new Siemens PLM Software’s environment for enabling ideation and innovation through 
predictive engineering analytics, brings together an extensive set of CAD-neutral and multi-physics 
modeling capabilities for structural, thermal, and flow simulation from the NX CAE suite, the recently 
acquired CD-adapco suite, as well as the LMS suite into a single, multi-discipline environment for 
simulation and analysis. Many of these tools will be made available via data-managed web-based 
applications, as well as in the native desktop versions. The integration of Simcenter applications with 
Teamcenter and other Siemens AG hardware/software platforms will enable a “closed loop” systems-
driven product development approach that stretches into the domains of manufacturing and machinery 
in-service applications in the “digital twin” vision. 
Mr. Zvi Feuer, SVP Manufacturing Engineering Software, and Mr. René Wolf, SVP MOM Segment, 
presented how Siemens PLM Software is transforming realization and helping companies make the 
virtual, real. They commented that companies must digitize manufacturing to be able to predict and 
eliminate failure, digitalize the processes and analyze data, and accumulate knowledge based on a digital 
nervous system. Mr. Feuer described how Siemens PLM Software has connected PLM and MES to 
better enable companies to synchronize product design and production, as well as drive continuous 
planning improvement aligned with manufacturing operations. 
They stated that “Intelligent Automation” is Siemens PLM Software’s strategy integrating and 
automating production systems engineering, automating PLC generation, and using MOM for intelligent 
production. They also commented that doing this will require advancing technology, smart 
manufacturing, and a digital machine shop. Siemens PLM Software believes the factors that will drive 
this effort are advanced robotics, intelligent automation, and predicting how production will perform. 
CIMdata thinks that linking PLM and manufacturing engineering will enable companies to simulate to 
better optimize production and create closed loop quality processes. The two presenters closed by 
describing how companies will be able to gather and transform data into knowledge by using smart 
connect products and analytics, as well as monetize data by generating actionable insights and creating 
new business models. CIMdata thinks that Siemens PLM Software is delivering the integration of PLM 
and Automation they have been developing since Siemens AG acquired UGS PLM Solutions. We 
believe that this integration can help companies become much more efficient across the design and 
manufacturing phases of the product lifecycle.  
Mr. Peter Weckesser, EVP and COO, discussed how companies must shift from being product focused 
to a customer-centric mindset. He introduced MindSphere—a comprehensive, cost-efficient, cloud-
based data hosting platform that combines device management, easy connectivity, the necessary data 
storage and the associated infrastructure for virtualized data management. MindSphere is described as an 
open platform that can be used to develop, extend, and operate applications in the cloud. OEMs could 
monitor globally distributed machine tools, industrial robots, or industrial equipment as well as carry out 
simulations and optimize business processes. CIMdata thinks that MindSphere offers a platform for 
customers to manage the systems of systems and connected devices that are becoming more common in 
the age of IoT. 
Mr. Kirk Gutmann, SVP, Industry Strategy, gave an update on the industry programs including their 
industry Catalysts and vertical market solutions that are focused on eight industries. CIMdata saw 
significant progress in the industry solutions and Catalysts from last year, Industry solutions and 
Catalysts have been released in all the industry segments, and in some cases several are now available. 
In addition, capabilities have been organized to address specific business processes rather than just 
technical functions. CIMdata believes that these approaches can help customers get faster time to value. 
CIMdata looks forward to talking with customers to see how they take advantage of these capabilities. 
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On Friday morning Siemens PLM Software speakers Mr. Andreas Saar, VP Manufacturing Engineering 
Solutions, Mr. Aaron Frankel, Senior Director Marketing, and Mr. Christoph Kiener, Principal Key 
Expert from Siemens AG’s Corporate Technology, described how additive manufacturing is being 
developed to support the digital factory of the future, including how it can affect the design process.  
Siemens PLM Software is developing software technologies to support general additive manufacturing 
that in many cases create functionally optimized geometry that cannot be manufactured by conventional 
methods. On the manufacturing side, there are many different additive technologies to be supported 
including multi-material, powder based, inkjet binders, and direct laser sintering/melting, and hybrid 
processes. They stated that Siemens PLM Software is creating software that analyzes shapes and 
optimizes for a particular process. The key takeaways from this session were: 

• Previously unsolvable design and manufacturing problems can be solved with new 
technologies—both software and production combined with innovative thinking 

• Siemens PLM Software has a vision of how the technology fits together from end-to-end and is 
putting that vision in place to move industry forward 

CIMdata believes these new hybrid approaches, driven by increasingly smart design tools that help 
select the right geometry, materials, and manufacturing process for the application, will help companies 
develop new, innovative products that were previously not feasible. 
In summary, Siemens PLM Software continues to execute well, growing faster than the industry 
average. Throughout the event speakers described and showed examples of how recent acquisitions are 
being integrated to help customers improve their products and the value they provide. Solutions like 
Simcenter and their tools for predictive engineering and optimization should provide significant benefit 
for their customers in the years to come. CIMdata has long believed that Siemens PLM Software’s 
vision and execution of how development can be integrated with production through digitalization is 
compelling from both innovation and efficiency perspectives. End-to-end support of additive 
manufacturing is a good example of the value Siemens AG as a whole brings to the table. Finally, 
CIMdata believes that Siemens PLM Software’s automation capabilities are ready for production use by 
their customers. Other Siemens AG solutions such as MindSphere complement the PLM and 
Automation solutions and help Siemens Digital Factory Division enable their manufacturing customers 
to operate more efficiently and effectively from ideation, through realization and utilization. 

About CIMdata 
CIMdata, an independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize an 
enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM). CIMdata provides world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-
practice methods on PLM. CIMdata also offers research, subscription services, publications, and 
education through international conferences. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website 
at http://www.CIMdata.com or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108, 
USA. Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV Weert, The 
Netherlands. Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Acquisitions 
Altium Buys Netherlands-Based Reseller Transfer BV 
16 September 2016 
Based in the Netherlands, Transfer BV covers the regions of Belgium, Netherlands and Luxembourg. 
Altium will leverage the capabilities of Transfer BV with Altium’s direct transactional sales model to 
drive future growth in Northern Europe.  
 
Altium’s CFO, Mr Joe Bedewi welcomed the acquisition of Transfer BV, commenting “We are 
extending our direct reach into Northern Europe to sell directly in the Netherlands, Belgium and 
Luxembourg. Altium is pleased to have the highly capable and strongly motivated Transfer BV team 
join our direct sales force to lead our sales in Northern Europe. Transfer BV will implement Altium’s 
successful direct transactional sales model that has proven success in the Americas and the DACH 
region of Europe (Germany, Austria and Switzerland).”  
 
“This is an exciting development for us” said Transfer BV’s CEO, Mr Peter de Ruiter. “Our vision for 
the PCB industry has always been aligned with Altium and we look forward to driving sales growth 
strongly in Northern Europe and putting Altium’s leading-edge PCB design tools into the hands of 
engineers.” 
 
The acquisition of Transfer BV involved consideration including a combination of cash and an earn-out 
structure, based on sales performance for the next three years. No further financial information has been 
released. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Company News 
3D PDF Consortium Announces its First Academic Member Partner 
22 September 2016 
3D PDF Consortium is pleased to announce its first Academia Member Category partner. 
Purdue University is the first university to take advantage of the new Academia member category. The 
team initiating the drive for consortium membership is headed up by Nathan W. Hartman, Ed.D., the 
Professor and Associate Head of Computer Graphics Technology at Purdue. The mission of the 
undergraduate program in Computer Graphics Technology is to prepare graduates for leadership 
positions in computer graphics professions and to advance the knowledge in the application and teaching 
of computer graphics through applied research, publishing, presentations, and teaching. This is a great fit 
for Purdue University and the 3D PDF Consortium. 
“We joined 3DPDF consortium to interact with those companies and industry sectors leveraging PDF 
technology throughout the product and process lifecycle. The contacts and knowledge gained will 
influence our curriculum at Purdue,” said Professor Nathan W. Hartman, Ed.D., Professor and Associate 
Head, Computer Graphics Technology at Purdue Polytechnic Institute 
Professor Hartman went on to say, “We hope to contribute knowledge of industry practices, high-TRL 
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research, and a student pipeline interested in PLM, digital manufacturing, and product data standards.” 
3D PDF Consortium Executive Director Jerry McFeeters said of their new Academia Member Category: 
“Together 3D PDF Consortium and Purdue University will advance the quality of technical graduates 
entering the workforce by adding an academic perspective to our industry’s discussion. Purdue 
University has the opportunity to shape the future conversations and direction of our community.” 
The 3D PDF Consortium is community of organizations representing a broad cross-section of industry 
and institutions and has both small and large end user companies, software developers and systems 
integrators as members of the consortium. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Accenture and Oracle Expand the Accenture Oracle Business Group to Include Infrastructure-as-a-
Service Offerings 
19 September 2016 
Accenture and Oracle have announced that infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) offerings will now be 
available through the Accenture Oracle Business Group, adding to the already-existing software-as-a-
service (SaaS) and platform-as-a-service (PaaS) capabilities. The expansion of capabilities further 
positions Accenture as Oracle’s largest global systems integrator (GSI) and a leader in Oracle Public 
Cloud. 
  
The Accenture Oracle Business Group was launched in April 2015 to deliver industry-specific solutions 
built on the Oracle Public Cloud that help clients with their digital transformation goals, realize the 
benefits of the cloud faster and help reduce risk. Following an initial focus on the public, financial and 
hospitality services sectors, the combined business group has grown to support federal, insurance, 
health, higher education, oil and gas, and utilities industries. The extension to IaaS now means that the 
robust set of industry solutions will be available across a comprehensive cloud suite of offerings, 
including both Oracle and non-Oracle workloads. 
  
“Oracle is expanding their cloud capabilities at an impressive pace, and we are pleased to now provide 
joint clients with a complete suite of offerings and industry solutions through the Accenture Oracle 
Business Group,” said Paul Daugherty, Accenture’s chief technology officer. “The addition of new IaaS 
offerings reflects our ongoing commitment to help clients achieve value through Oracle’s cloud 
solutions and solidifies Accenture’s position as the first managed services provider for Oracle’s cloud 
portfolio.” 
  
“The growth of the Accenture Oracle Business Group showcases the continued strength of our more 
than two decade relationship with Accenture,” said Thomas Kurian, president of Product Development, 
Oracle. “Oracle is excited to announce Accenture as the first partner in our new Cloud Managed Service 
Provider Program. We look forward to Accenture’s ongoing role as a leading service provider for 
migration, implementation and managed services within Oracle’s Public Cloud to help mutual clients on 
their journey to the cloud.” 
  
With the addition of IaaS to the Accenture Oracle Business Group, Accenture has launched the 
following offerings: 
  

https://www.accenture.com/us-en/accenture-oracle-business-group
https://newsroom.accenture.com/industries/systems-integration-technology/accenture-and-oracle-form-new-business-group-to-help-customers-achieve-digital-transformation-goals-in-the-cloud.htm
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• Accenture migration services factory for Oracle IaaS 

• Accenture database performance lab for Oracle IaaS 

• Accenture managed services for Oracle Public Cloud (across SaaS, PaaS and IaaS) 
Accenture will also be migrating several of its Oracle offerings to Oracle IaaS and delivering them 
through the Accenture Oracle Business Group. The offerings will be supported on Oracle IaaS and 
include Accenture Enterprise Services for Government, Accenture Foundation Platform for Oracle and 
Accenture Life Sciences Cloud. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Autodesk Highlights the Future of Making Things for AEC with Excellence Awards Finalists 
19 September 2016 
For the past four years Autodesk has sponsored the Excellence in Infrastructure Competition. This 
year’s competition now includes building and construction categories, and showcases projects 
embracing the future of making things for AEC and civil infrastructure through the use of innovative 
and connected BIM technologies. 
Categories include 1st and 2nd place for building, construction, and infrastructure projects. There are 
also categories specifically for small or niche projects, such as design and fabrication, communication 
and collaboration, computational design, small and large building construction projects, and more.  
“We’re thrilled to announce the finalists for the first AEC Excellence Awards,” said Amar Hanspal, 
senior vice president, products, Autodesk. “The transformative nature of these projects from all over the 
world shows how the AEC industry is rapidly embracing connected BIM technologies. Our finalists 
truly represent the future of making things for AEC.” 
View the slideshow of finalists at their site. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Bentley Announces the Finalists in 2016 Be Inspired Awards Program  
20 September 2016 
Bentley Systems, Incorporated announced the project finalists in the 2016 Be Inspired Awards program. 
The annual awards honor the extraordinary work of Bentley users advancing infrastructure design, 
construction, and operations throughout the world. Ten independent jury panels comprising 
distinguished industry experts selected the 54 finalists from more than 300 nominations submitted by 
organizations in 80 countries. 
The finalists will present their innovative projects in front of their peers, the jurors, and the more than 
100 members of the media at The Year in Infrastructure 2016 Conference, taking place Nov. 1-3 in 
London, U.K. This global gathering of leading figures in the world of infrastructure design, 
construction, and operations will feature: 

• a series of thought-provoking keynotes by Bentley senior management as well as guest speakers 
comprising prominent industry thought leaders; 

• interactive, invitation-only summits where attendees will explore the intersection of technology 

https://www.accenture.com/us-en/service-acn-enterprise-services-government
https://www.accenture.com/us-en/service-accenture-foundation-platform-oracle
https://www.accenture.com/us-en/service-accelerated-life-sciences-r-and-d-cloud-solution
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and business drivers, and how they are shaping the future of infrastructure project delivery and 
asset performance; 

• informative industry forums featuring speakers from prominent organizations including 
Microsoft, KPMG, AECOM, Shell, Applied Research & Associates, Atkins, and Black & 
Veatch; 

• the announcement and celebration of the Be Inspired Award winners at an evening ceremony and 
gala on Nov. 2; and 

• Special Recognition Winners’ presentations on Nov. 3. 

Click here to return to Contents 

CONTACT Global Ecosystem: Strategic Partnership Agreed with Robert Bosch Engineering & 
Business Solutions 
20 September 2016 
CONTACT Software and Robert Bosch Engineering & Business Solutions Private Limited have entered 
into a close global cooperation agreement. The partnership is intended to provide global customers with 
comprehensive process consulting, software and services support for topics such as Product Lifecycle 
Management, Industry 4.0 and the Internet of Things. 
CONTACT Software is boosting its capabilities in the field of professional services by means of a 
strategic partnership with Robert Bosch Engineering & Business Solutions Private Ltd. (RBEI). 
Headquartered in Bangalore, India, the company is a fully-owned subsidiary of Robert Bosch GmbH 
and has, over many years, acquired in-depth expertise in the world of PLM. It employs a workforce of 
more than 17,000 in Asia, Europe and the USA. 
"CONTACT Software as well as Robert Bosch Engineering & Business Solutions are leading 
companies in the PLM industry – and so RBEI is the perfect addition to our Global Ecosystem. The 
company is very well positioned internationally and is thus an ideal service partner, in particular for our 
global customers," says Michael Sanjay Murgai, who heads up International Sales & Partner 
Management at CONTACT Software. Trained experts from RBEI are already supporting CONTACT in 
customer projects in locations such as Germany, India and Turkey. 
RBEI is an engineering technology center, where highly qualified staff develop innovative solutions for 
the global markets in those industries that are also CONTACT Software's primary focus, namely the 
automotive industry, manufacturing, high-tech and healthcare. 
Against this background, the management at CONTACT sees a great deal of potential for strategic 
expansion of the partnership in areas such as software development and topics such as Industry 4.0 and 
the Internet of Things (IoT). "There are a number of very good points of contact and synergies between 
CONTACT and RBEI that we want to exploit to the benefit of our local and international customers and 
markets," says Murgai. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Gerber’s Digital Solutions to Educate Future FashionTech Innovators at Oklahoma State 
21 September 2016 
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Gerber Technology is proud to announce they are partnering with Oklahoma State University to educate 
future fashion tech leaders as they prepare for careers in the industry.  
“Gerber is excited to be part of such a fantastic cause,” said Elizabeth King, vice president, digital 
solutions community and ecosystem at Gerber Technology. “Over many decades, OSU’s graduates have 
been able to fill critical openings in the global fashion industry due to the comprehensive education they 
receive through the university. In conjunction with the opening of the College of Human Sciences North 
Wing, a new era of partnership will allow students to utilize Gerber’s latest integrated solutions to give 
them a competitive career advantage and hone their innovative abilities to bring fashion products to 
market.”  
The following Gerber Technology products will be available for design, housing, and merchandising 
students at OSU:  YuniquePLM® product lifecycle management solution (PLM), including 
YuSnap™ and Design Suite; AccuMark® computer aided design (CAD), including 2D & 3D; 
GERBERcutter® Z1 with ContourVision™ to “read” and automatically cut digitally printed as well as 
traditional textiles; GERBERspreader™ as well as plotters and peripherals including 
GERBERplotters™, Silhouettes™ and traditional digitizers along with the latest AccuScan™, used for 
rapid digitization of patterns via simple point and click photography. Gerber experts will provide 
training and support to ensure both faculty and students rapidly adopt the new technology afforded by 
both the software and equipment. All of these products are part of Gerber’s Digital Solutions offering.  
“OSU’s Department of Design, Housing and Merchandising will train tomorrow’s innovators in the 
Gerber Technology FashionTech Design and Development Center,” said Dr. Jane Swinney, department 
head.  “In addition to students, we will welcome existing apparel, footwear, accessories and interior 
design companies to visit the facilities and observe the cutting edge digital solutions in action.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

iBASEt Expands Global Operations in India 
20 September 2016 
iBASEt announced today the expansion of its operations in India with the opening of new office space 
in Ahmedabad. The new location will expand iBASEt's footprint in the global market and support 
further investment in software product development while providing current employees with more 
growth possibilities. The India location also helps ensure iBASEt will be able to provide improved 
support to its international customers requiring follow-the-sun support levels. 
"With our presence in India expanding over the last few years, we felt it was time our office 
environment matched the growth of our employees," said Vic Sial, President at iBASEt. "Our new 
location and enhanced operational efficiencies will help us continue to grow and evolve to keep pace 
with our customer's needs." 
The new office is located in one of the largest corporate parks in the Central Business District of S.G. 
Road, Ahmedabad. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Infosys Wins Seven Oracle Excellence Awards 
19 September 2016 

http://www.ibaset.com/
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Oracle today awarded Infosys seven of its 2016 Oracle Excellence Awards. 
The awards recognize Infosys for its commitment to deliver innovative, specialized solutions and 
services based on Oracle software and hardware. 
The Oracle Excellence Awards encourage innovation by Oracle PartnerNetwork (OPN) members, who 
use Oracle's products and technology to create value for customers and generate new business potential. 
Infosys has been awarded across the following categories:   

• 2016 Oracle Global Specialized Partner of the Year Award - Cloud Infrastructure 

• 2016 Oracle Global Specialized Partner of the Year Award - Middleware 

• 2016 Oracle Global Specialized Partner of the Year Award - Business Analytics 

• 2016 Oracle North America Specialized Partner of the Year Award - IaaS Cloud Transformation 

• 2016 Oracle North America Specialized Partner of the Year Award - HCM Cloud Core-Talent 

• 2016 Oracle North America Specialized Partner of the Year Award - Middleware Cloud   

• 2016 Oracle APAC Specialized Partner of the Year Award - Business Analytics    
During the last year, Infosys has supported multiple clients migrate to cloud-based Oracle environments, 
as a Strategic Partner with Oracle's Customer 2 Cloud Program. Additionally, Infosys has created five 
differentiated Oracle Cloud Marketplace solutions and launched eight Oracle approved Fixed Scope 
Offerings (FSOs). These enable rapid implementation, quicker time to market and cost effective Oracle 
cloud implementation. 
Ravi Kumar, President & Chief Delivery Officer, Infosys, said, "Global enterprises are looking for ways 
to leverage cloud technology to transform their business; technology that can make a sea change in 
productivity while achieving critical, cost-effective, growth initiatives. Our Zero Distance philosophy, 
which leverages Design Thinking for structured problem finding and solving, is helping clients use 
Oracle's cutting-edge technologies to deliver transformational impact. We have delivered as much as 50 
percent reduction in effort and cost for our client using our RapidStart methodology for cloud 
deployments." 
Camillo Speroni, Vice President, Worldwide Strategic Alliances, Oracle, continued, “Infosys has 
demonstrated an outstanding level of innovation in delivering proven, Oracle-based solutions that solve 
our joint customers' most critical business challenges. We congratulate Infosys in achieving this wide 
range of awards. This achievement is a testament to their dedication to excellence and to providing 
customers solutions and services that drive real business value and results." 

Click here to return to Contents 

KPMG Appoints Sarah Willows as New CFO and Head of Operations 
22 September 2016 
Sarah Willows has been named as KPMG's new chief financial officer and head of operations 
Willows, who is an ICAEW member, has been working for the Big Four firm since 1988. She was 
previously head of energy for the company. 
She replaces Paul Long, who is stepping down after five years working as the firm’s chief financial 
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officer, and Mike McDonagh, who was the head of operations and is now returning to client work in the 
US office. 
Willows started her career as an auditor and later moved into international M&A and management 
consulting. She has since specialised in energy, advising some of KPMG's largest oil and gas clients 
globally, and spent two years in Moscow. 
The new chief financial officer starts on the role after taking 14 months of maternity leave. Willows said 
she aims to ensure the firm strikes the balance between today’s investments and the future, while 
delivering profitable growth. 
“It is important that we continue to focus on investing in and maintaining our core business offerings in 
areas such as audit, where we are winning the largest share of tenders and are the largest auditor of listed 
UK businesses,” Willows added. 

Click here to return to Contents 

PTC Announces Availability of Its ThingWorx Internet of Things Platform Running on SAP HANA; 
Joins SAP PartnerEdge Program 
22 September 2016 
PTC today announced that it has joined the SAP® PartnerEdge® program as a partner that designs, 
develops and builds software integrated with SAP solutions. Through its participation in the program, 
PTC is now announcing the availability of its ThingWorx® Internet of Things (IoT) platform running on 
the SAP HANA® platform. The solution provides customers with essential IoT application development 
and analytics capabilities as well as innovative augmented reality functionality, powered by Vuforia®. 
PTC recently launched ThingWorx on the SAP App Center, where it will be marketed toward SAP 
customers and partners. 
As an SAP partner, PTC made ThingWorx available using tools and resources available from the 
SAPPartnerEdge.com web site. 
“Joining the SAP PartnerEdge program provides PTC with another highly regarded channel for 
distributing the ThingWorx platform,” said Jim Heppelmann, president and CEO, PTC. “By working 
with SAP, we are able to extend our leading IoT capabilities to a larger network of customers and 
partners, further enabling IoT innovation.” 
ThingWorx, the centerpiece of PTC’s IoT technology portfolio, is comprised of a rapid application 
development platform, connectivity, machine learning anomaly detection, industrial connectivity, and 
augmented reality. These capabilities combine to deliver a comprehensive IoT technology stack that 
enables companies to securely connect assets, quickly create applications, and innovate new ways to 
capture and deliver value. 
As an SAP partner in SAP PartnerEdge, PTC is empowered to build, market, and sell software apps on 
top of market-leading technology platforms such as SAP HANA Cloud Platform. The program provides 
the enablement tools, benefits, and support to facilitate building high-quality, disruptive applications 
focused on specific business needs – quickly and cost-effectively. The program provides access to all 
relevant SAP technologies in one simplified framework under a single, global contract. 
PTC is participating at SAP TechEd® 2016, held from September 19-23 in Las Vegas. At SAP TechEd, 
PTC and ThingWorx partner EPAM are demonstrating how IoT and augmented reality automate service 
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for customers running SAP solutions by connecting real-time product data into their business processes. 
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Siemens Provides Software Grant to UCF Valued at $68 Million 
19 September 2016 
Hundreds of University of Central Florida engineering students will benefit from a major in-kind grant 
of product design and manufacturing software from Siemens. 
The industry software, with a commercial value of $68 million, will be incorporated into student 
coursework and research related to computer-aided-design, engineering simulation, industrial design, 
digital manufacturing and manufacturing management. 
The Siemens in-kind grant – one of the largest made to the UCF Foundation – will help students 
compete for jobs throughout the world, as more than 140,000 global companies – including 75 in Florida 
and a dozen in Orlando – use the software. Local companies using the software include Lockheed 
Martin, Northrop Grumman and Tupperware Brands. 
The software relates to the design and manufacturing of sophisticated products for energy and power 
generation, automotive, aerospace, machinery and high-tech electronics. 
As software plays as increasing role in the next era of manufacturing, this bundle of product lifecycle 
management (PLM) software is designed to benefit UCF's Center for Advanced Turbomachinery and 
Energy Research (CATER). CATER is housed in the Siemens Energy Center on the university's main 
campus in Orlando. 
The PLM bundle – which includes Siemens' LMS™ , NX™ software and STAR-CCM+software – 
helps engineers transform their ideas into real products by providing accurate information as the product 
moves from design to prototype, streamlining the manufacturing process by providing instant feedback 
to product developers to make adjustments. 
“This software will give our students a competitive advantage in the future of complex engineering 
systems, such as power plants, gas turbine engines and aviation,” said UCF Provost and Executive Vice 
President Dale Whittaker. “We sincerely thank Siemens for their generous support and their shared 
commitment to harnessing the power of scale to solve our world’s energy and manufacturing 
challenges.” 
Siemens credits UCF’s longstanding excellence in research and education, and its position as a national 
hub of research and development in advanced turbomachinery and energy systems, as key factors that 
make UCF an ideal recipient for the in-kind gift, which expands a nationally unique 30-year partnership 
between the two organizations. 
“Over the past three decades, Siemens has grown to be one of Orlando’s largest employers and has 
accelerated our community’s reputation as a high tech leader in the engineering and energy sectors,” 
said Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer. “Like the many successful partnerships forged between Siemens and 
UCF, this new technology partnership will advance our local economy and help to address workforce 
gaps for the many local companies already using Siemens’ PLM software and by attracting other similar 
companies to our region to access the pipeline of talent coming from UCF.” 
Eyeing UCF's national reputation as a leader in renewable energy and sustainability initiatives, Siemens 
has also committed to a digital grid academic partnership, providing financial and in-kind support to 
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UCF, including software, hardware and expertise for curriculum development for UCF's Digital Grid 
Innovation Laboratory – the first of its kind in the United States. 
The 660-square-foot lab enhances UCF's leading role in modernizing and sustaining the nation's power 
grid by providing a real-world environment and hands-on experience using advanced technology – real-
time digital simulation, hardware-in-the-loop testing, power system protection and more – for research 
faculty and about 220 students per year. A ribbon-cutting ceremony of the lab is planned for later this 
year. 
"For more than three decades, Siemens has called the Orlando area home and today, we are proud to 
build upon our strong relationship with UCF, expanding cutting-edge research and bringing innovative 
solutions to the world from right here in Orlando," said Eric Spiegel, President & CEO of Siemens USA. 
"This partnership builds upon UCF’s strength in advanced turbomachinery and energy research, and 
provides real-world experience on the same software and technology used by leading companies, 
preparing UCF students for rewarding STEM careers." 
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TSMC and Synopsys Collaboration Delivers Innovative Technologies for the High Performance 
Compute (HPC) Platform 
22 September 2016 
Synopsys, Inc. today announced its collaboration with TSMC to deliver innovative technologies to 
enable adoption of TSMC's High Performance Compute (HPC) Platform. The new technologies, 
enabled through TSMC and Synopsys collaboration, will be available in the Synopsys' Galaxy™ Design 
Platform for the 7-nanometer (nm) process in November 2016. Via pillar, multi-source clock tree 
synthesis (CTS) with hybrid clock mesh and automated bus routing to match resistance and capacitance 
on critical nets are some examples of the jointly developed technologies. With these innovations, TSMC 
and Synopsys will enable designers to create cutting-edge, high-performance designs at the 7-nm 
process node. 
Via pillar is a new technology that aims to reduce via resistance and increase electromigration 
robustness for enhanced performance. Via pillar is supported in IC Compiler™ II place and route 
system, and is enabled for what-if analysis in Design Compiler Graphical®. This includes insertion of 
via pillars in the netlist, modeling of via pillars in virtual route, legalized placement of via pillars, as 
well as detailed routing, extraction and timing to support via pillars. The multi-source CTS with hybrid 
clock mesh in IC Compiler II inserts via pillars on clock nets, and then the global and detailed routers 
adjust the signal routes to insert the via pillars. IC Compiler II provides low skew, high-performance 
clock designs with highly customizable mesh and automatic H-tree creation for clocks. IC Compiler II 
also provides automated bus routing to match resistance and capacitance on critical nets. It supports non-
default routing and user-specified layer width and spacing. 
"Synopsys' expertise in delivering an integrated flow from front-end to physical implementation, 
combined with TSMC's leadership in process technology, makes delivery of innovations that enable 
high-performance designs possible," said Bijan Kiani, vice president of product marketing for the 
Design Group at Synopsys. "These innovations will enable our mutual customers to build some of the 
most advanced, high-performance designs today." 
"We want to ensure that semiconductor designers are able to build the fastest chips using the latest 
process technology to meet the high-performance needs of modern SoCs," said Suk Lee, TSMC senior 
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director, Design Infrastructure Marketing Division. "In the current design flow, full custom or semi-
custom flows and methodology are used to achieve higher speed.  Through our collaboration with 
Synopsys, we are enabling a new ASIC-based design flow and methodology for our High Performance 
Compute Platform." 
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Events News 
Fujitsu to Showcase Data Center Transformation Solutions for IoT, eCommerce and In-Memory 
Computing at Oracle OpenWorld 2016 
19 September 2016 
Fujitsu, a Diamond and Cloud Premier level member of Oracle PartnerNetwork (OPN), will 
highlight Fujitsu M10 server solutions at Oracle OpenWorld 2016. As a Grande Sponsor of Oracle 
OpenWorld 2016, Fujitsu will have a significant presence with conference sessions, solution 
demonstrations and additional informative talks by Fujitsu subject matter experts. 
The latest in data center technology will be on display in the Fujitsu booth. With extensive experience in 
liquid cooling, Fujitsu will demonstrate prototypes for the next stage in system packaging for the data 
center. The innovative Liquid Immersion Cooling System reduces power requirements by 40 percent 
and space by 50 percent compared to traditional data centers. The new Fujitsu hybrid Vapor Liquid 
Loop Cooling (VLLC) for future data center compute solutions will also be shown.  
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Infocast’s Driverless Cities Summit Gathers BMW Group, Autodesk, Siemens, and More 
21 September 2016 
Infocast is excited to announce the Driverless Cities Summit, taking place in San Francisco October 26 
to 28. The intimate community building event will highlight the latest activities of regulators, modern 
designs for smart city planning, cutting-edge tech and applications for connectivity, and paradigms for 
allocating funding. 
In one month, the Driverless Cities Summit will take place over the course of two information packed 
days where attendees will get the latest on the following topics: Government initiatives – Status and 
updates, smart city building, new paradigms for financing AV enablers in Smart Cities, Urban mobility, 
and early adoptions.  
The event will touch on all major key points in the development and growth of the industry to provide a 
holistic view of the industry’s future. Attendees will gain insights and perspectives on policy changes 
from industry leaders at the forefront of autonomous vehicle implementation, policy, and planning. 
Participating organizations include: 4Dialog AB, AON, Autodesk, BestMile, BMW Group, Delphi 
Electronics & Safety – Shared Services, Department of Motor Vehicles, Nevada, Lyft, Mobileye, 
NVIDIA, Panasonic, Siemens, and more. 
The main summit will be preceded by a Pre-Summit Briefing: New players + New Partners in the 
Automotive Industry and will cover new partnerships, mergers and acquisitions, new players in the high 
tech automotive supply chain, and tech ecosystems surrounding autonomous vehicles, urban mobility, 
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and intelligent transportation systems. 
More info here. 
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Visual 2000 Announces Sponsorship of PI Apparel 2016 in Berlin 
19 September 2016 
Visual 2000 International announces its sponsorship of the Product Innovation Congress in Berlin. The 
event, which takes place from October 5th to 6th, is a gathering of apparel industry professionals to 
discuss and promote innovation within the industry using emerging technologies such as 3D-enabled 
product development and IoT-enhanced supply chains. 
"PI Apparel showcases the latest advancements in fashion-retail," said VP of Research & Development 
Charles Benoualid. "As a supplier of apparel-focused omni-channel business software, we're excited to 
both share and discover the ways in which emerging technologies will disrupt the current retail 
landscape." 
Although a wide range of topics will be examined during the conference, discussions revolving around 
the intersection between PLM and 3D technologies will be given extra attention. Techniques such as 
virtual sampling and 3D visualization, for instance, have already been promised by PLM providers as 
ways to decrease the overall cost and time required for the development of a new product line. Despite 
this, other topics will be discussed in-depth as well. Special focus will also be given to the importance of 
proper collaborative tools and processes within PLM systems. 
"Visual PLM is always on display at these events," Benoualid shared. 
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Financial News 
ESI Group Releases First Half 2016 Results 
19 September 2016 
“During this first semester Licenses sales experienced solid growth, in particular with new business and 
high level of repeat business. In parallel the significant progression in high valued-added services 
demonstrates the specific need to support industrialists, adapted to their maturity level in transition to 
IVE. The continued improvement of our profitability indicators confirms that our continuously 
monitored discipline of execution allows us to combine the dynamics of profitable and sustainable 
growth with high level of investments,” Alain de Rouvray, ESI Group’s Chairman and CEO, 
comments. "The very solid performance over the period, as measured by our economic indicators, 
clearly and again illustrates the market relevance of our unique strategic positioning based on Immersive 
Virtual Engineering (IVE1) of the full lifecycle of industrial products.” 
In this demanding global context and accounting for the renewed challenges of the timely integration of 
our several recent acquisitions, we expect our dynamic sales trend to continue with solid, diversified and 
balanced growth.” 
Read the full report here: https://www.esi-group.com/company/investors/news/first-half-2016-results 
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Implementation Investments 
Centric Software PLM Selected by Orchestra 
20 September 2016 
Centric Software announces that Orchestra has selected product lifecycle management (PLM) from 
Centric Software. 
In 1995, Pierre and Chantal Mestre founded Orchestra on the idea of building a children’s clothing 
brand with a unique retail concept. Orchestra now has 700 stores in 40 countries worldwide and counts a 
turnover of €562 million per year. 
To keep pace with business growth, Orchestra recently embarked on a global overhaul of its information 
systems, including an ERP implementation. Questions about the product development process also 
arose. 
“We decided to look for a PLM specialist as this was the best approach for us and our IT strategy,” says 
Virginie Llorca, Director of Orchestra’s Supply Chain, Methods and Organization. “We wanted to do 
more than consolidate systems; we need a foundation to sustain our immediate, ongoing growth, but we 
also required a solution that is resilient and flexible enough to change along with our goals.” 
Following an exhaustive search, Centric Software was. 
“Centric understood our needs and our relationship has been excellent, from first contact to 
implementation” adds Llorca.  
“Our goal is to harmonize our processes including design, but in a way that leaves a lot of flexibility as 
to not hamper creativity. The configurability of Centric PLM user experience was a huge factor in our 
decision making,” Llorca explains. 
In addition to optimizing its own processes, Orchestra will also use Centric to streamline collaboration 
throughout its extended supply chain including internal departments, suppliers and purchasing offices. 
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Reutlingen University Selects Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE Platform on the Cloud 
20 September 2016 
Dassault Systèmes today announced that Reutlingen University in Germany has selected the 
3DEXPERIENCE platform on the cloud to implement teaching, learning and research practices that will 
help students master Industry 4.0 trends and better prepare for future careers. 
Reutlingen University deployed the 3DEXPERIENCE platform on the cloud for its “Logistics Learning 
Factory,” an on-campus realistic learning and research environment for industrial production processes 
and logistics concepts. Here, the university’s business and engineering students are learning about the 
convergence of a digital and a real smart factory. First, they can use the platform to virtually develop an 
intelligent product or product feature and virtually configure a production line. Next, they can engage in 
the additive manufacturing of the product’s parts, its production and assembly in the Logistics Learning 
Factory’s real-world environment. 
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Reutlingen University offers 6,000 students international academic programs with close ties to industry 
and commerce, and has been top-rated in rankings for many years. It had looked to add applied learning 
experiences to its Logistics Learning Factory in the context of Industry 4.0, a new era of smart industrial 
production in which the internet of things, robotics, big data, cyber security and other digital concepts 
are transforming factories. 
With the 3DEXPERIENCE platform on the cloud, students can discover firsthand the product design, 
digital manufacturing, realistic simulation and collaborative innovation applications used by industrial 
companies to virtually experience product design, engineering and production. The platform offers easy 
deployment, maintenance, and secured data access anytime, anywhere. Professors, teachers and students 
can save time and ease workloads, and teachers can remotely monitor projects, manage idea maturity 
and assign grades. 
“We wanted to apply a more holistic approach to advanced industrial engineering lectures and student 
projects on digital engineering, smart production and logistics, as well as improve collaboration among 
students,” said Professor Vera Hummel, Industrial Engineering, Procurement and Production Logistics, 
ESB Business School, Reutlingen University. “Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE platform enables 
us to help students build knowledge and expertise for new industrial processes that future employers will 
seek. Our special thanks go to CENIT AG, a well-established Dassault Systèmes partner, and a couple 
of Dassault Systèmes experts from the Stuttgart office site who advised us very professionally in the 
implementation decision.” 
“Just as the 3DEXPERIENCE platform on the cloud has helped industry transform the way that 
products are designed and developed, it can also address the needs of universities to transform the 
teaching, learning and solution development experience,” said Philippe Forestier, Executive Vice 
President, Global Affairs and Communities, Dassault Systèmes. “The Logistics Learning Factory at 
Reutlingen University is the first learning and research environment of a university in Germany to adopt 
the 3DEXPERIENCE platform on the cloud to align the skills of future engineers with the latest industry 
trends.” 
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Sanitary Systems Provider Geberit Group to Deploy Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE Platform 
22 September 2016 
Dassault Systèmes today announced that Geberit Group is using the 3DEXPERIENCE platform to 
create a more collaborative global product development environment that will accelerate time to market. 
With 35 production facilities and over 12,000 employees in 40 countries, Geberit Group is a Swiss-
headquartered global provider of sanitary technology and bathroom ceramics. Once installed, the 
products often remain invisible to consumers and must therefore be developed for high quality and 
reliability, while addressing design, comfort, hygiene, hydraulics, fire protection, acoustics and 
sustainability. As part of a long-term vision to optimize business processes, Geberit recently embarked 
on group-wide projects including the deployment of a worldwide innovation platform. 
 “Since 1987 we’ve relied on Dassault Systèmes’ specialized applications for unparalleled product 
design and have now chosen the company’s 3DEXPERIENCE platform as a global solution to improve 
our mechanical engineering, design management and enterprise collaboration,” said Juerg Huber, Head 
of R&D Applications, Geberit. “By adopting a single platform, we can consolidate multiple data 
platforms, optimize processes and help ensure leading, competitive operations for the future.” 
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“From fashion to home fixtures, consumer goods and retail companies worldwide share in the vision to 
design, develop and deliver innovative products to their customers,” said Chris Colyer, Vice President, 
Consumer Goods and Retail Industry, Dassault Systèmes.  “With the 3DEXPERIENCE platform, 
Geberit can improve collaboration between its stakeholders and increase engineering and manufacturing 
efficiencies, to deliver functional, durable and respected products while adhering to time and budget 
constraints.” 
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The Warehouse Group Selects CBX Cloud to Optimize Product Lifecycle 
19 September 2016 
CBX Software announced today that The Warehouse Group, the largest retail group operating in New 
Zealand, has selected CBX Cloud to streamline its product development and global sourcing operational 
processes. 
The Warehouse Group is expanding its private-label merchandise assortments and growing its 
international direct sourcing operations. Such growth has highlighted challenges relating to today's 
manual and spreadsheet based processes. 
The CBX Total Sourcing Management platform will enable The Warehouse Group to streamline its 
product lifecycle from product ideation, sourcing, production, quality assurance. Domestic and 
international Warehouse Group teams will utilize CBX Cloud applications over the web to manage 
everything from technical specifications, samples, orders and deliveries. Furthermore, CBX Cloud, as a 
central information and workflow platform, offers a powerful Critical Path Management feature that 
provides the Group's leadership with near real-time visibility across its supply chain. 
"We selected CBX based on an extensive review and we were impressed with the company's previous 
successes in implementing retail sourcing and supply chain optimization solutions," said Nick Tuck, 
Executive General Manager, Group Sourcing and Initiatives. "We are confident that by streamlining our 
global supply chain using CBX Cloud, we will see a number of benefits including better inventory and 
supply chain management and a reduction in time spent on manual spreadsheets." 
"When we first met with The Warehouse leadership, we were encouraged by the Group's determination 
to optimize its sourcing operations." said Michael Hung, CEO at CBX Software, "We are excited that 
The Warehouse group has selected CBX Software to help them to achieve their goals, and we look 
forward to our long term, strategic partnership moving forward." 
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Product News 
4D Technologies Releases New In-application Support for Autodesk AutoCAD, Revit and Inventor 
21 September 2016 
4D Technologies today announced the latest release of its CADLearning Plugin for Autodesk 
applications. This add-on support tool provides on-the-spot answers to user questions, right inside the 
application. 
“The CADLearning Plugin provides true performance support for Autodesk users,” says Matt Murphy, 
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Senior Director of Product Strategy for CADLearning. “This adaptive technology suggests contextual 
content based on what the user is doing at that moment; organizations can now make videos, workflows, 
best-practice guides, or any digital asset available to its users without interrupting their workflow.” 
The CADLearning Plugin is easy to install and puts the entire CADLearning library of Autodesk content 
at the user’s fingertips. Once installed, the CADLearning Plugin is launched from the Add-ins tab of the 
Autodesk application. As users progress through their workflow, they’re presented with a palette of 
short video tutorials and resource materials relevant to the exact function they’re performing. 
“The CADLearning Plugin minimizes downtime and maximizes productivity by giving users instant 
access to the answers they need,” adds Dave Micciche, Chief Operating Officer at 4D Technologies. 
“That means fewer missed deadlines and more billable hours for design teams.” 
The CADLearning Plugin is available to all CADLearning subscribers and works in AutoCAD, Revit 
and Inventor titles. 
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Altair and Intergraph Partner to Create New Design Technology for Marine Vessel Design and 
Engineering 
21 September 2016 
Altair has partnered with Intergraph® Process, Power & Marine (PP&M) to create an interface that 
transfers a complete structural model from Intergraph Smart™ 3D software to Altair’s HyperMesh. This 
integrated interface will greatly increase the efficiency of marine vessel design and engineering for 
HyperMesh and Smart 3D users. 
 
Many marine engineering and design companies are required to use multiple 3D modeling tools to build 
idealized models for performing analyses in order to meet regulatory and classification approvals. A 
common requirement these companies face is the ability to quickly create a Finite Element Mesh (FEM) 
model suitable for structural, hydrodynamic or thermal Finite Element Analysis (FEA). In the case of 
shipbuilding, these meshed models must represent a global model of all structural plates, stiffeners, 
members and openings with their mechanical properties, such as material grade, plate thicknesses and 
profile cross-section sizes.  
 
The Smart 3D to HyperMesh interface exports the 3D model at any stage in the vessel design or 
construction process in an XML format into HyperMesh. The configurable, filter based interface exports 
the structural model hierarchy and all components containing a full description of the objects, including 
all properties and geometry. 
 
HyperMesh is extensively used by thousands of customers worldwide to generate and manage their FEA 
models and supports a wide variety of analysis solvers.  
 
“HyperMesh’s superiority in preparation, geometry simplification, and clean-up is particularly suited to 
handle the simulations and analyses associated with extremely large structures like ships and offshore 
structures. As a unique simulation technology and engineering service company, Altair understands the 
engineering challenges that our marine customers are facing and is committed to continually invest in 
providing powerful technology to help them optimize efficiency and be more competitive. Adding this 

http://www.prweb.net/Redirect.aspx?id=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5jYWRsZWFybmluZy5jb20=
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marine specific interface is another example of that commitment” said Molly Heskitt, Senior Director of 
Business Development, Marine and Shipbuilding Industry. 
 
“Intergraph customers will benefit from this interface because they will not have to spend additional 
engineering hours building multiple models for engineering and analysis,” said Marcel Veldhuizen, 
Intergraph PP&M vice president, Fabrication Solutions. “Since the analytic model is derived from the 
3D model, there is less chance of human error or missing and possibly inaccurate data that would impact 
the analysis results. Due to Smart 3D’s unique architecture, a single model can be used for early design, 
detailed design, construction and production, and this interface enables users to extract the information 
necessary to produce an analytic model at any stage of the design.” 
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Cadence Delivers Integrated System Design Solution for TSMC InFO Packaging Technology 
21 September 2016 
Cadence Design Systems, Inc. today announced the immediate availability of an integrated system 
design solution for TSMC’s advanced wafer-level Integrated Fan-Out (InFO) packaging technology, 
resulting from a collaboration between Cadence and TSMC that was announced earlier this year. 
Cadence is now offering implementation, signoff and electro-thermal analysis tools that enable 
concurrent multi-chip optimization for designs that incorporate InFO. 
The Cadence solution includes: 

• Cadence System-in-Package (SiP): Provides the InFO design and layout platform with enhanced 
features to generate the complete layout of the system, in-design design rule checking (DRC), 
and IC-level physical signoff. 

• Multiple extraction solutions at the chip and package level: The Quantus™ QRC Extraction 
Solution and Allegro®-Sigrity™ Package Assessment and Extraction Option 
are specifically tailored for verifying InFO applications. 

• Multiple IC signoff solutions: The Tempus™ Timing Signoff Solution provides cross-die/cross-
InFO timing checks, the Voltus™-Sigrity Package Analysis offers multi-die concurrent electro-
migration IR drop (EMIR) analysis, and the Cadence Physical Verification System 
(PVS) provides DRC and layout versus schematic (LVS) checking for InFO systems and 
heterogeneous dice. 

• Sigrity IC package analysis and 3D modeling: Enables layer-based thermal, electro-magnetic 
interference (EMI), static and dynamic IR analysis, and a thermal-aware EM multi-die InFO 
system. 

“The new flow provides customers with an unparalleled, holistic IC and packaging solution that covers 
the full spectrum of heterogeneous, multi-chip designs in InFO technology,” said Tom Beckley, senior 
vice president and general manager, Custom IC & PCB Group at Cadence. “By working closely with 
TSMC, we are enabling our mutual mobile and IoT customers to further shorten system design and 
verification cycle times so they can get to market faster.” 
“We’ve seen continued demand for our InFO packaging technology because designers have the ability 
to integrate multiple chips into a single package while increasing design performance,” said Suk Lee, 
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TSMC senior director, Design Infrastructure Marketing Division. “Through our ongoing collaboration 
with Cadence, we’re bringing expanded capabilities to our customers so they can boost productivity and 
overcome competitive market pressures.” 
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Dassault Systèmes Introduces SOLIDWORKS 2017 
21 September 2016 
Dassault Systèmes today announced the launch of SOLIDWORKS 2017.   
SOLIDWORKS 2017 features more core power and performance, as well as new capabilities to address 
paperless manufacturing through the support of Model Based Definition, and printed circuit board 
(PCB) design.  New tools unlock any 3D model for better collaboration with vendors and customers, and 
dynamic product data management (PDM) from concept through to manufacturing allows for stronger 
support of multi-site and remote teams.   
“We must fulfill a lot of medical device requirements, and SOLIDWORKS has been helpful for 
leveraging cutting-edge industrial design to get our work done faster and our myoelectric upper limb 
orthosis to market,” said Andrew Harlan, principal mechanical engineer, Myomo.  “We exclusively use 
SOLIDWORKS for the full spectrum of our design work. The ability to collaborate with industrial 
designers, consultants and manufacturers across different time zones simplifies the whole process.  The 
SOLIDWORKS models are so accurate and appealing that we can quickly design, iterate and improve a 
highly technical part.”    
“SOLIDWORKS 2017 simplifies the design and development process with a better user experience, 
new capabilities for emerging technologies, and improved functionality for seamless collaboration with 
teams and networks,” said Gian Paolo Bassi, CEO, SOLIDWORKS, Dassault Systèmes.  “Each year, 
our SOLIDWORKS community’s feedback drives our research and development to offer a flexible 
product portfolio for business, design and engineering needs.  We are excited to put even more power 
and performance in their hands with SOLIDWORKS 2017.”  
Read about all of the new capabilities in the press release. 
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EMA Provides Supply Chain Driven Part Selection with New PLM and ERP Integrations for the 
OrCAD Solution 
21 September 2016 
EMA Design Automation®, a full-service provider of Electronic Design Automation (EDA) solutions, 
has announced EMA Enterprise Integrate to enable OrCAD customers to bring products to market faster 
with a direct integration between OrCAD data and corporate PLM and ERP/MRP systems.  
“A fully integrated design environment that includes bidirectional integration between the ECAD toolset 
and widely used corporate PLM systems is critical to rapidly produce innovative and quality-driven 
products,” said Manny Marcano, president of EMA Design Automation. “Having PLM enterprise 
connectivity available inside OrCAD encourages end users to leverage supply chain preferred part 
selection as well as final BOM and file management for released data, and all saving time by reducing a 
duplication of effort.” 
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The bidirectional integration of EMA Enterprise Integrate enables OrCAD to automatically upload 
information from corporate systems while working within the OrCAD solution. OrCAD users do not 
have to leave their native OrCAD interface to access various PLM functions. Engineering teams now 
have a direct link between their PCB design tools and their corporate system, maintaining data integrity 
between the engineering work-in-process data and corporate product lifecycle data.  
The integration enables two-way communication between the two databases to ensure data integrity by 
eliminating manual processes reducing wasted time and error. With embedded menus and PLM 
capabilities within the native OrCAD tool, engineering is empowered to make intelligent design 
decisions upfront with access to critical data such as lifecycle, stock, and pricing directly inside OrCAD. 
EMA Enterprise Integrate, along with Enterprise Link and Advanced Arena Integration, is part of the 
EMA Enterprise Connect family of products. Like most EMA solutions, Enterprise Integrate is scalable. 
Teams can start by purchasing the component library and meta data synchronization, and later scale into 
bidirectional vaulting of the OrCAD Capture schematic and eventually the PCB Editor board file. The 
other option is to integrate the entire design environment from the beginning. EMA currently supports 
the following systems: ARAS Innovator, Arena, Infor, Oracle Agile, SAP, SolidWorks Enterprise PDM, 
and Windchill PTC. EMA’s Enterprise Connect solutions scale with the needs of the user, based on their 
particular requirements and budget. 
“We strive to continuously observe the market and listen to our customers’ needs in order to deliver 
comprehensive solutions to help insure their success by reducing their time to market while increasing 
their profitability,” added Marcano. 
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ESI Group Announces VA One 2016 
19 September 2016 
ESI Group announces the release of VA One 2016.  VA One is full-frequency, single-environment 
simulation software available for solving a wide range of noise and vibration design challenges in 
automotive, aerospace, marine and industrial applications. VA One combines Finite Elements, Boundary 
Elements and Statistical Energy Analysis into one flexible modeling environment. 
ESI VA One 2016 optimizes ongoing improvements in multi-core processing to provide significant 
improvements in overall model run time and overall performance speed, particularly in read, write, and 
solve steps. It also introduces capabilities for flexibly modeling complex loads and is able to address the 
growing challenge faced by the automotive and aerospace industries to accurately predict wind and other 
noises due to turbulent flow effects. Excessive wind noise, which is generated by vehicles moving at 
high speed, is more than simply an acoustic annoyance to end users: excessive wind noise negatively 
impacts phone calls and applications using voice recognition inside the vehicle. Reducing wind noise as 
much as possible is thus crucial to allow optimal performance of various in-car communications.  
Key highlights of VA One 2016: 

• Unique Enhancement Provides the Ability to Accurately Apply Complex Aero-Vibro-Acoustic 
(AVA) Loads to SEA (Statistical Energy Analysis) Models   

• Enhanced Acoustic Predictive Capabilities for FE Models with Complex Flow 

• Performance and Productivity Enhancements 

http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=EVnDSKDpkxVf21Fie8Wpms4D0wsqACG3p6hhyfJY4B9_acAgDCwKt3400psWau4vkzNEbu_BxgNDg56wKdQHpg%3D%3D
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=P9w-MTvtHqUyTCEqxnr3ZodN7NFkXCuY2rtVnOCxvvw-_8YEYNUQQ2evMuWIdo1uWxh3Bd_-ephr8iKoDKyNU4qzX6lmGWSqRjVxQI40g7_beCWhI83h1Eeo2VW0o63EvG9ZRFhjnC8LKNLRqXEUrVUNUZt4EAiysRVpbCSZ6-zD7UoapkulIEmBCZS4i5zDG2R8X2lSoTHlt7LSqdCyuuo9MAXYasOpTmttv_eNhRw%3D
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=ivBLL1fgll4q4QD5gRWiZJxj8S9XqVzSkdzMiLhH0X1UwDjlSxdYfZxQhGmhwTqXW2Pd8nVEQJY_WoQSw9hNKhS7XztqHuHgbGe6Tp4eHq0D6sjmSglIzcCwbNv0WtDXETws01BrqLRqt0brgYwjA1lXF0W2h32Yr2HfPsaBl_DqVA63ak2sFBkT30P79WBB
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=E--U7FfEzrHftkXvsjeDPw8k_ImgYAGKCMvYGl1JKFUHmpVICrvIUATe7QROzPlEfI783pYw0rccV9fh1slSaBTOqCtGOYbhNU9DAGvYap9OaoGAvswj1CF5GEBJkvB3BlhalvqPaoYl53dyBd7LAZB3qSYET5jsQvyz0Xo6oVXcNitoe3OiOE04BBzhf80N
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=E--U7FfEzrHftkXvsjeDPw8k_ImgYAGKCMvYGl1JKFUHmpVICrvIUATe7QROzPlEfI783pYw0rccV9fh1slSaBTOqCtGOYbhNU9DAGvYap9OaoGAvswj1CF5GEBJkvB3BlhalvqPaoYl53dyBd7LAZB3qSYET5jsQvyz0Xo6oVXcNitoe3OiOE04BBzhf80N
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=5Bomfk4Ba1HOxPOcGBKh5zXzOkRdGogLCAVuiMWRMCimIdKmXxtHk-8UZf9NyXheUJ9jw3uTk8eahKdTht18qdciGmBlfq2nLtT0tuQQXtmUKniD7Bhm2LJClK8ArU16XIvSzbmOE_gtVvkf97s0ydkzfcCLq9wQwrwR6LmwBCIh8BCEmnFSUkLLWipsQHCZ
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=9vIep3C284socJ-ecxsjW9Jn0BHF9hAII7IqALuM31Zunz2x-plHRkvpIgdyscQvC1Z3VX7I70_pJQkLRScJzDJqlTv6eCMzo1YzU_VRpfKoZWydP0HzbdBdQGzBDvyVW13M54YclOnCBM7rPfSek4RtgSHaQ3KAZVMsfKXNKRlhbuv5xt2Tc_y1Z5j8lb-h-m3Xpr0OpMKx_dPAkOH1TjaWY0HiodAAgxwQJCjGdV8%3D
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=P9w-MTvtHqUyTCEqxnr3ZjpzO0-LCpgfpWv4_Zcs6e8n4EjT_ACvg4IojBHmEeQ0GI5-Os5Rs3V27hEiP96ORkK6e-JfWNtlMnilaQ5h4hhCRTjjfTydgzYdkd5gS78X_AasVr8iaqsRXzw5x4TLVOFKan_z4u6vVOKdDL8ERsLKxSZ3OHPFgB0fSo_jsbtdMb8uiFF5cdCzo8aBA2mVzT7mPKUTb3QruMM2yr6LZaI%3D
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VA One 2016 delivers an array of overall performance and speed improvements that specifically address 
the aerospace, automotive, marine and industrial markets.  Improvements specifically address multi-
core BEM (Boundary Element Method) calculations and customers in automotive and related industrial 
markets will benefit from the new BEM improvements in Radiated Noise Calculations for modeling 
exterior noise generated, for example, by vehicle powertrains, consumer electronics, and industrial 
generators. Speed increases up to a factor of fifty have been achieved in certain complex BEM multi-
core calculations.  
Aerospace and marine customers will benefit from improved SEA modelling of ribbed panels, such as 
used in lower hull sections for marine applications in the fuselages of aircraft. 

Click here to return to Contents 

ESI Launches IC.IDO 10.2, New Version of its Virtual Reality Solution for Industrial Applications 
22 September 2016 
ESI Group launches the latest version of its Virtual Reality solution IC.IDO 10.2. In this new version, 
ESI has strengthened its solution with the new modules IDO.SolidMechanics and IDO.Elastic, while 
significantly improving pre-existing modules. Benefiting from ESI’s unique knowledge of material 
physics, the two new modules are based on a novel physical simulation solver, which provides 
unprecedented fidelity of real-time behavior for rigid and elastic parts. 
Among the many solutions available on the market, ESI IC.IDO excels at providing a Virtual Reality 
solution tailored to industrial needs. In particular, IC.IDO features models in real-scale and real-time. Its 
unequalled capacity to integrate material physics make it a powerful collaborative tool that is used by 
leading industry players across many industrial sectors, including Audi AG, Bausch & 
Stroebel, Boeing, Bombardier, Caterpillar, Ford, Gabler, MAN, Mitsubishi Hitachi Power Systems 
Europe, Renault, Trumpf, and more. 
The IDO.Elastic module extends IDO.SolidMechanics with simulation of 1D elastic components, 
including cables and hoses. Based on IDO.SolidMechanics’ solver, IDO.Elastic predicts in real-time the 
dynamic behavior of individual flexibles, as well as complete wire harnesses and full cable branches. 
The module enables users to realistically simulate operations and assembly & disassembly processes. 
The possibility to move and modify elastic components and adapt physical parameters helps 
manufacturers to quickly determine the ideal routing and materials to be used. As a result, real-time 
assessment of the layout of elastic components is so realistic that it can be done from the early stages of 
development process all the way to design validation. 
To reduce hardware investments, ESI IC.IDO is also available in desktop version. 
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Materialise Partners with HOYA for the World’s First Vision-Centric Eyewear 
23 September 2016 
Materialise NV, HOYA Vision Care Company, and Hoet Design Studio are proud to launch the world’s 
first vision-centric 3D-tailored eyewear. Yuniku by HOYA enables individualized lens and frame 
design, with a sophisticated end-to-end digital supply chain that is set to transform the eyewear industry. 
For the first time ever, both lenses and frames can be designed and positioned to fit an individual’s 
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unique facial features, functional needs, and vision requirements, resulting in an enhanced vision 
experience, increased comfort, and new possibilities for personalization.  
“When 3D Printing meets the right application and the right partners, it has the potential to turn around 
an entire industry,” states Alireza Parandian, Global Business Strategist – Wearables, 
Materialise. “Materialise has helped this happen before in the hearing aid industry, when our custom 
software enabled the digital manufacturing of in-ear hearing aids to go from 20% of the total to nearly 
100% in just two years. I believe Yuniku could be equally momentous for eyewear.” 
For opticians, Yuniku is an opportunity to deliver more effective interaction and service to their clients, 
enhancing their buying experience, while the use of 3D printing also opens new distribution possibilities 
and eliminates the stock risks common to the eyewear industry. For the end-consumer, Yuniku means 
eyewear truly tailored to their unique visual, comfort and aesthetic needs. 
“Yuniku is an exciting step forward in custom eyewear. By capitalizing on advances in 3D printing 
technology, we have removed the limitations posed by traditional spectacles,” says Jon Warrick, Vice 
President Global Marketing, HOYA Vision Care. “For the first time, wearers can enjoy the ultimate in 
optical performance, without compromising on style or fit.” 
Bieke Hoet of Hoet Design Studio added, “As an eyewear designer, I’m already familiar with how 3D 
Printing can revolutionize this industry. Now with Yuniku, I feel that we are able to share this potential 
with the world.” 
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Projectplace by Planview Adds New Capability 
16 September 2016 
Projectplace® recently added a new Project Request capability for enterprise customers. 
The new Project Request tool captures requests and ideas from inside and outside of the organization to 
help administrators manage and approve new projects. Teams can now accept project requests across 
their entire virtual team without requiring an additional Projectplace license. 
Additional features: 

• Configurable request form that allows requestors to include project ideas 

• Ability to evaluate, approve and reject project requests 

• Easy conversion of requests into approved projects 
Additional improvements will be announced as Planview continues to improve the Projectplace 
collaboration solution. 
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QuadRite Releases RitePro 4.6 Software with Centralized Control and More Flexibility 
16 September 2016 
QuadRite today announced the availability of RitePro™ version 4.6, software that helps technology 
and medical device companies streamline engineering and manufacturing processes. New enhancements 
to RitePro v4.6 allow large companies with multiple divisions to achieve centralized control of certain 

http://www.quadrite.com/
http://www.quadrite.com/by-industry/medical-device.aspx
http://www.quadrite.com/by-industry/medical-device.aspx
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data and processes enterprise-wide, yet provide complete flexibility for divisions to customize their data 
and processes as needed. RitePro v4.6 improves communications, ease of use and flexibility – ensuring 
operational excellence throughout the entire enterprise. 
"QuadRite offers companies an alternative to the traditional PLM solution that relies on siloed systems 
to solve a single business problem or address a single department's needs," explained Deb Mishra, 
QuadRite Founder and CEO. "RitePro lets companies connect the dots and deploy a unified solution that 
addresses all product related processes across the entire company. And with the new capabilities in 
RitePro v4.6, large companies with multiple divisions can share vital information in real time, yet 
provide flexibility to all divisions." 
RitePro 4.6 includes significant enhancements to the software's advanced set of capabilities, allowing 
users to easily and economically access greater functionality and achieve improved operational 
efficiency. New features in RitePro 4.6 provide the following business benefits:  

• Centralized control for better communications companywide 
Large companies must be able to distribute centrally managed data to divisions that must share this 
information. RitePro 4.6 allows control of this data to be managed centrally, thereby providing vital 
information to be distributed in real time to all divisions. This functionality ensures all information is 
accurate and up to date at all times.  

• Increased flexibility for improved quality management processes 
In a multi-divisional company, RitePro can be implemented either as a centralized or decentralized 
deployment. Centralized deployment still lets each division control customized processes within the 
division. Decentralized deployment allows each division to have its own RitePro, while the company 
still maintains a centralized control over certain data and processes.  

• Improved ease-of-use for time-savings and quality control 
Numerous enhancements and features have been added to RitePro 4.6 that make the software easy to use 
and improve quality processes. 
"Traditional PLM solutions offer technology and medical device companies a limited set of operational 
processes, which does not solve all of their current challenges," continued Mishra. "QuadRite presents a 
comprehensive solution to address the entire product commercialization process, giving every company 
the tools it needs to achieve operational excellence." 
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Revelation Software Concepts Introduces New Workbench Object Comparison Integration Feature 
with Salt 
19 September 2016 
Revelation Software Concepts (RSC), a pioneer and market leader in simplifying change control for 
SAP® solutions, today announced a new integration between its Salt change intelligence software and 
the Overtake and Overwrite Protection System (OOPS) within the company’s flagship change control 
automation software Rev-Trac. 
OOPS detects and blocks conflicting transport collisions before they occur. The integration withSalt’s 
Match Box application now provides a side-by-side process comparison in the form of an OOPS Object 

http://www.prweb.net/Redirect.aspx?id=aHR0cDovL3d3dy54cnNjLmNvbQ==
http://www.prweb.net/Redirect.aspx?id=aHR0cDovL3d3dy54cnNjLmNvbS9zYWx0Lw==
http://www.prweb.net/Redirect.aspx?id=aHR0cDovL3d3dy54cnNjLmNvbS9yZXYtdHJhYy9yZXNvdXJjZXMvZGVtby12aWRlb3Mv
http://www.prweb.net/Redirect.aspx?id=aHR0cDovL3d3dy54cnNjLmNvbS9zYWx0L2FiYXAtZGV2ZWxvcGVyLXV0aWxpdGllcy8=
http://www.prweb.net/Redirect.aspx?id=aHR0cDovL3d3dy54cnNjLmNvbS9zYWx0L2FiYXAtZGV2ZWxvcGVyLXV0aWxpdGllcy8=
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'Diff' analysis of any workbench objects. The ‘Diff’ report highlights specific differences between 
conflicting objects, allowing the IT change team to make exception decisions and highlight any 
subsequent corrective action that may be required to eliminate conflicts. 
“Our vision of enabling true Salt change intelligence to play a key part in the change control process in 
SAP software is now being realized,” said David Drake, CEO and Founder of RSC. “This is a true 
integration within the broader change control decision-making process and represents the first in a series 
of planned integrations between Salt change intelligence and the larger change control process, in RSC’s 
product roadmap.” 
The Match Box-OOPS integration launches a Salt Match Box-originated ‘Diff’ report upon request 
whenever an OOPS alert is triggered by the Rev-Trac migration process. This allows any out-of-
sequence migration, downgrade or conflict retrofit to be compared side-by-side, which greatly facilitates 
conflict resolution. Some examples in the wide range of potential use cases include: 

• Retrofit facilitation 

• Prevents production downgrades by emergency changes 

• Go-live with parallel tracks 
All of Revelation Software Concepts change-related solutions have achieved SAP-certified integration 
with SAP NetWeaver® running on SAP HANA®.  
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Snowbound Announces New VirtualViewer HTML5 Connectors for Documentum 
21 September 2016 
Snowbound Software today announced the release of VirtualViewer® HTML5 connectors for Dell 
EMC's Documentum, an enterprise content management system. The connectors equip D2, Webtop, 
xCP 1 & 2, and TaskSpace users with a powerful, browser-based document viewer to view, redact, and 
manipulate hundreds of different document formats. 
 
"Snowbound has taken a leading role as a global provider of advanced viewing," said Frank D'Entrone, 
President of fme US. "At fme, we look for the best solutions available for our clients and Snowbound's 
VirtualViewer HTML5 is the most feature-rich image viewer available for Dell EMC Documentum 
clients today." 
 
With full Dell EMC integration, VirtualViewer HTML5 provides users with powerful functionality, 
including: 
 
Secure Redaction: Users can collaborate on secure content by redacting any region, highlighting a 
section of text, or searching and redacting with Term Hit Highlighting. 
Split & Merge Documents: VirtualViewer HTML5 provides page manipulation functionality, including 
the ability to reorder, add, and remove pages, as well as mix formats, create new versions, and keep 
existing annotations. 
Advanced Search & Annotation: VirtualViewer enables Documentum users to annotate with comments, 
redlining, rubber stamps, and sticky notes, as well as collaborate on those annotations with tagging, 
navigation, and commenting tools.  

http://www.snowbound.com/
http://www.fme-us.com/home-3/
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"There is a massive need in the work place for advanced viewing," said Bill Martin, Snowbound 
Software's Business Development Manager for Dell EMC products. "The newest VirtualViewer 
HTML5 integrations with Documentum provide clients and partners with the most complete viewer for 
collaboration and secure content." 
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Stibo Systems Releases SpirePLM to Manage Products from Ideation to End-of-Life 
20 September 2016 
Stibo Systems today announced the availability of SpirePLM, a flexible and comprehensive Product 
Lifecycle Management (PLM) solution powered by Stibo Systems’ Master Data Management 
platform STEP. SpirePLM works in concert with STEP to gather, integrate and clean data from different 
systems and then stores information in a central repository. This ensures that organizations work with a 
single version of the truth throughout the product development cycle. 
Due to increasing customer demands, organizations are constantly pressured to reduce time-to-market 
and to remain competitive. As a result, efficiently managing information in the product life cycle 
becomes critical in order to launch products faster without sacrificing quality. However, product data is 
often stored and managed from different and disconnected systems, which can result in poor designs, 
reduced visibility, and no guidance for standards, which directly affects customer satisfaction and how 
quickly new products can launch. 
SpirePLM addresses these challenges by providing flexible data models and processes to efficiently 
manage products from ideation to end-of-life. Specifically, the solution manages product information 
across three distinct areas: line and portfolio planning, new product development and change 
management. 
“SpirePLM optimizes business processes so organizations can overcome challenges that emerge during 
a products’ lifetime, and provides critical visibility and traceability through audit trails and reports to 
deliver full accountability for regulatory compliance,” said Simon Walker, Director of Innovation, Stibo 
Systems. 
The first evolution of the SpirePLM will focus on the Retail and CPG industries. Additional features of 
the PLM solution include: flexible processes to manage requirements; pricing and branding data; 
comprehensive new product development and release management; accurate problem and change 
reporting; complete view of structures such as Bill of Materials, and efficient tools to integrate 
information from multiple systems. 
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ZW3D Releases 2017 Beta: Expansive Sheet Metal Design & Productive CAM 
20 September 2016 
ZW3D today announced the availability of ZW3D 2017 Beta, bringing new features and numerous 
enhancements to improve efficiency and minimize overhead in the process of designing and 
manufacturing. 
One of the most highlighted advancements in ZW3D 2017 beta is the expanded sheet metal design, 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.stibosystems.com%2F&esheet=51420966&newsitemid=20160920005064&lan=en-US&anchor=Stibo+Systems&index=1&md5=4c4d05ee40eb41b0f0a0d1835cc5273b
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.stibosystems.com%2Fsolution%2Fstep-overview%2Fspireplm&esheet=51420966&newsitemid=20160920005064&lan=en-US&anchor=SpirePLMTM&index=2&md5=c793e0a2e50a0165a58e58d5bbe7200e
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.stibosystems.com%2Fsolution%2Fstep-overview&esheet=51420966&newsitemid=20160920005064&lan=en-US&anchor=STEP&index=3&md5=dd3f33e91d3e4b19f848a4b8d3955038
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delivering engineers & designers much better user experience.  
The newly-added hem flange allows expanded flange creation with all necessary pre-defined hem types 
provided; the brand-new jog helps users create 2 bends at one time to better suit design technology; the 
enhanced full flange and partial flange enables users to intuitively control dimension with drag of the 
mouse; the new editing tools are included to avoid reprogramming trouble. 
“We’ve invested a lot of R&D resources in sheet metal module,” said Colin Lin, Director of ZW3D 
Overseas Business, “You’ll definitely embrace a much more user-friendly & productive ZW3D.” 
The CAM module in ZW3D 2017 beta comes with lots of new functionalities, in a bid to improve the 
efficiency & reliability of CNC machining.  
The flat finishing operation is added to automatically detect all planes and generate tool-path 
accordingly at one click, shrinking the programming time up to 50%; the milling and turning strategies 
can be simulated in the same environment, helping users intuitively analyze each manufacturing status 
to safeguard machining process. 
More flexible control options are provided in configuration form to compress Z3 file. Saving big models 
in ZW3D 2017 will does not take much time.  The file size of various formats like NX, Step, and z3, 
etc., can be reduced by 30% compared with previous versions, greatly saving the transferring time of 
data communication. 
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